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Motivation 
•  Non-inductive start-up conditions at the Pegasus 

spherical tokamak  
•  Previous work and experimental data indicate an order of 

magnitude gap between measured experimental 
temperature and simulated temperature in NIMROD. 

•  One possible cause is numerical loss of energy, as energy 
is not algorithmically conserved in NIMROD 
simulations.  



Two Slab Geometries 
•  Paramagnetic pinch  
•  Curl of E equals zero 

•  Sheet pinch 
•  Possible magnetic reconnection region at R = 0  
•  Tuning gradient in equilibrium field and diffusivities in 

nonlinear NIMRDO simulations trigger significant n=0 
small spatial scale reconnections and evacuations  

•  Cases both with non-steady fields, where equilibrium 
field is transferred and steady fields where the steady 
state field is held separate. 



Transferring equilibrium fields 
or not 

If equilibrium transfer is set to true than the steady state 
fields (Bss,Vss, and ect.) are transferred to the n=0 
components of those respective fields.. 
 
If set to false the steady state fields are kept separate and 
static. 
 



Conversion of Energy  with 
Non-steady fields 



Numerical Energy Loss in 
steady field cases 

  



More energy transfer via 
reconnection in steady field  
cases with identical inputs 



Non-Steady Field Pressure 



Steady Field Pressure 



Later on in time energy loss grows and 
source and negative density holes appear 
in density contours 



Initial energy loss is lost 
from magnetic energy 



Total Energy Internal Energy 

As it grows, energy loss is 
lost from internal energy 



Small spatial scale evacuations 
cause negative pressures? 



Early energy loss insensitive to a 
wide range of parameters 



Decreasing CFL can change 
onset of energy loss 





Summary 
•  Nimrod conserves energy in the transfer of magnetic 

energy to internal energy during magnetic reconnections 
in non-steady field cases good to 0.5% 

•  Steady field cases fail to convert energy in certain cases 
perhaps due to small spatial scale evacuations leading 
which are common in magnetic reconnection. 

•  The scale of the loss in steady field cases correlates with 
the time and importance of reconnection to energy 
transfer 


